
Log I/O
High performance programming library for well logs
APPLICATIONS

■ Any drilling & well application/service 
■ Data management software 
■ Well log format conversion 
■ Well log file validation 
■ Interfacing existing software/service and 
WITSML servers 
■ Interfacing existing software/service and 
corporate ER databases 
■ Converting well log data to Excel or 
HTML 
■ Extract valuable metadata 
■ Cloud service ingestion 

FEATURES

■ Java 8+ version supports: DLIS, LIS, LAS 
2.0, LAS 3.0, BIT, SPWLA, GC NPD 95, 
JSON and ASC 
■ .NET standard 2.0 version supports: 
DLIS, LIS, LAS 2.0, LAS 3.0 and  BIT
In progress: SPWLA, GCNPD95, JSON 
and ASC
■ Read/write support for all supported 
formats 
■ Streaming support for all supported 
formats

BENEFITS

■ High performance, small footprint 
■ Simple and well documented API 
■ Easy to integrate 
■ No external dependencies 
■ Thread safe 
■ Online tutorials and documentation 

The challenge 

Most well log and drilling data of today is trapped within disk files of ancient and hard to 
access data formats like DLIS, LAS, LIS, BIT and SPWLA. 

These formats represent orphaned technologies and are out dated. Their syntax is overly 
complex, convoluted, and awkward. Available support software is limited, and software 
tools are rare. Documentation is poor to non existent. 

Still, these are the main storage and communication media for wellbore logging information 
today. The amount of data is huge and growing. As is the aggregate cost of maintaining 
and utilizing this information. 

This must change. 

Why Log I/O? 

Log I/O* is a programming library capable of consuming well log data from all formats 
mentioned above. It is designed to fit into any modern software application. With a 
minimum of programming effort, it can handle all lowlevel well data access in your 
software. 

Log I/O is the ideal starting point for revitalizing your well log information. When building 
data management solutions or technical E&P software/services. Log I/O is simple yet 
complete, robust, efficient and reliable. 

Log I/O is the steppingstone between the past and the future of well logging information 
management. 

Plugging Log I/O into your software/services, enables immediate access to all types of log data files 
and gives instant ability to analyze, process and convert the data. 
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Log Studio showing WITSML tabular data in a live stream.

Log Studio showing WITSML live log plots.

Background

The Digital Log Interchange Standard (DLIS) was introduced as 
Recommended Practice 66 (RP 66) by the American Petroleum Institute 
(API) in 1991. DLIS is a dense binary, IEEE bigendian data format. 

Log Interchange Standard (LIS) is the predecessor of DLIS and was 
developed by Schlumberger in the late 1970's. LIS is based on the VAX 
binary information standard. 

The Log ASCII Standard (LAS) was created by the Canadian Well 
Logging Society (CWLS) in the late 1980s. LAS is an ASCII text format 
with a simple syntax, with high verbosity.

The Basic Information Tape (BIT) is a binary well log format created by 
Dresser Atlas in in the 1970's. BIT is a binary format based on the IBM 
System/360 representation. 

SPWLA is an ASCII or EBCDIC text format for core log data. It was 
developed by the Aberdeen Well Log Analysis Society (a chapter of the 
Society of Petrophysics and Well Log Analysts) in 1985. 

Log I/O supports all the above formats with a convenient, well 
documented and minimal API. Both reading and writing is supported so 
that clients can easily build conversion code between the formats and to/
from any other well data source. 
 

Log Studio™ 

Log Studio* is the Petroware reference implementation for well log 
technologies. The platform holds a rich set of functionalities for working 
with digital well logs, WITSML and related E&P data. 

Virtually all well logging data from the Norwegian continental shelf are 
quality checked (QC) using Log Studio. Log I/O is one of the underlying 
technologies used in Log Studio and is extensively tested. 


